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TENSOR POLARIZATION

Spin-1 System 

In a magnetic field      3 sublevels 
(+1, 0, 1) due to Zeeman 
interaction. 
Two energy transitions (+1    0) 
and (0     -1). 

m = -1

m = 0

m = +1 ⃗B

νD

νD

No quadruple interaction 
 , since the target will be 

               : Larmor frequency νD =
μDB

h

ND3

νD = 6.54MHz /T

D



m = -1

m = 0

m = +1⃗B

νD − 3νQ
νD + 6νQ

νD − 6νQ
νD + 3νQ

Em = − hνDm + hνQ(cos2θ − 1)(3m2 − 2)

TENSOR POLARIZATION

eQ : Electric Quadrupole interaction shifts energy levels 
eq : Electric field gradient  
θ   : angle between eq and B 

    : Quadrupole Frequency
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Keller, D. Eur.Phys.J. A53 (2017) .

R =
ν − νD

3νQ

νQ =
e2qQ

8h
→ νQ = 335.6kHz

Deuteron NMR Line-shape.

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Keller%2C%20D.?recid=1611137&ln=en
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(0,-2)

Pzz

Pz

Vector Polarization
Pz = N+1 − N−1
−1 < Pz < + 1

Tensor Polarization

Pzz = N+1 + N−1 − 2N0

−2 < Pzz < + 1

Normalization:
N+1 + N−1 + N0 = 1

TENSOR POLARIZATION
m = -1

m = 0

m = +1
N+1N−1

N0

Kielhorn, W. Los Alamos Report  LA-12116-T (1991).
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SOME OF THE WORLD DATA FOR TENSOR 
POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS
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TENSOR SPIN OBSERVABLES
Inclusive Scatteringe

e′�

q

W

d2σp

dxdE′�
=

d2σu

dxdE′�(1 − PzPBA1 +
1
2

PzzAzz)

What do we measure?

{ {Polarized  
Cross Section

Unpolarized  
Cross Section

Electron  
Beam Polarization

Vector  
Asymmetry

Tensor  
Asymmetry

Upcoming JLab Tensor Experiments PB = 0

d2σp

dxdE′�
=

d2σu

dxdE′�(1 +
1
2

PzzAzz)

Upcoming experiments at 
Jefferson Lab

Slifer, K. et al. E12-13-011 (2013).
Long, E. et al. E12-15-005 (2016).

Maxwell, J. et al. LOI12-16-006 (2016).

Long. E. and Rondon, O. JLAB-TN-13-029 (2013).

Spin 1
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DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING FROM 
SPIN-1 TARGETS dσp

dΩdE′�
∝ LμνWμν

Wμν = −F1gμν + F2
pμpν

ν

+g1
i
ν

εμνλσqλsσ + g2
i

ν2
εμνλσqλ(p ⋅ qsσ − s ⋅ qpσ)

−b1rμν +
1
6

b2(sμν + tμν + uμν) +
1
2

b3(sμν − uμν) +
1
2

b4(sμν − tμν)

Unpolarized

Vector Polarization 

Tensor Polarization 

rμν =
1
ν2

(q ⋅ E * q ⋅ E −
1
3

ν2k)gμν

sμν =
2
ν2

(q ⋅ E * q ⋅ E −
1
3

ν2k)
pμ pν

ν
tμν =

1
2ν2

(q ⋅ E * pμEν + q ⋅ E * pνEμ + q ⋅ EpμEν * +q ⋅ EpνEμ * −
4
3

μpμ pν)

uμν =
1
ν

(Eμ * Eν + Eν * Eμ +
2
3

M2gμν +
2
3

pμ pν)

P. Hoodbhoy, R. L. Jaffe, and A. Manohar, NP B312 (1989) 571.

E2 = − M2

ν = p ⋅ q

k = 1 +
M2Q2

ν2

sσ = −
−i
M2

ϵσαβτEα * Eβ pτ
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The Hermes experiment has investigated the tensor spin structure of the deuteron using the 27:6 GeV=c
positron beam of DESY HERA. The use of a tensor-polarized deuteron gas target with only a negligible
residual vector polarization enabled the first measurement of the tensor asymmetry Adzz and the tensor
structure function bd1 for average values of the Bjorken variable 0:01< hxi< 0:45 and of the negative of
the squared four-momentum transfer 0:5 GeV2 < hQ2i< 5 GeV2. The quantities Adzz and bd1 are found to
be nonzero. The rise of bd1 for decreasing values of x can be interpreted to originate from the same
mechanism that leads to nuclear shadowing in unpolarized scattering.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.242001 PACS numbers: 13.60.!r, 13.88.+e, 14.20.Dh, 14.65.!q

Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) of charged lep-
tons from the deuteron, a spin-1 object, is described by
eight structure functions, twice as many as required to
describe DIS from a spin-1=2 nucleon [1]. The three
leading-twist structure functions relevant to this discussion
can be written within the Quark-Parton Model as
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where qm" (qm# ) is the number density of quarks with spin up
(down) along the z axis in a hadron (nucleus) with helicity
m moving with infinite momentum along the z axis.
Reflection symmetry implies that qm" ( q!m# . The sums
run over quark and antiquark flavors q with a charge eq
in units of the elementary charge e. Both structure func-
tions and quark number densities depend on the Bjorken
variable x which can be interpreted as the fraction of the
nucleon momentum carried by the struck quark in the
infinite-momentum frame, and !Q2, the square of the
four-momentum transfer by the virtual photon.

The polarization-averaged structure function F1 de-
scribes the quark distributions averaged over the target
spin states. The polarization-dependent structure function
g1 describes the imbalance in the distribution of quarks
with the same qm" or opposite qm# helicity with respect to
that of the parent hadron. It can be measured only when
both beam and target are polarized. The tensor structure
function b1 does not exist for spin-1=2 targets and vanishes
in the absence of nuclear effects, i.e., if the deuteron simply
consists of a proton and neutron in a relative S state. It
describes the difference in the quark distributions between
the helicity-0, q0 ( &q0

" # q0
# ' ( 2q0

" , and the averaged
nonzero helicity, q1 ( &q1

" # q1
# ' ( &q1

" # q!1
" ', states of

the deuteron [1–3]. Because b1 depends only on the spin
averaged quark distributions b1 ( 1

2

P
qe2
q"q0 ! q1$, its

measurement does not require a polarized beam. Since

the magnitude of bd1 was expected to be small, it was
usually ignored in the extraction of gd1 and, as a conse-
quence, of the neutron structure function gn

1 derived from
deuteron and proton data. This is in general not a priori
justified. This Letter reports the first measurement of bd1 ,
performed by the Hermes collaboration using a data set
taken with a positron beam and a tensor-polarized deute-
rium target, and an integrated luminosity of 42 pb!1.

The Hermes experiment [4] was designed to investigate
the internal spin structure of nucleons and nuclei by deep-
inelastic scattering of polarized positrons and electrons by
polarized gaseous targets (e.g., hydrogen, deuterium, and
helium-3) internal to the Hera-e storage ring. The positrons
(electrons) circulating in the ring become transversely
polarized by the emission of spin-flip synchrotron radiation
[5]. A longitudinal beam polarization is generated at
Hermes by the use of a pair of spin rotators before and
after the experiment. Beam polarization is employed for
the simultaneous gd1 measurement and for studies on beam
related systematic effects on bd1 .

A feature of Hermes unique among polarized DIS ex-
periments is its atomic-gas target that is not diluted by
nonpolarizable material [6]. The target cell is an open-
ended elliptical aluminum tube internal to the beam line
(40 cm long, 75 !m in wall thickness), which is used to
confine the polarized gas along the beam. A magnetic field
surrounding the target and aligned with the beam provides
the quantization axis for the nuclear spin. A sample of gas
was continuously drawn from the cell and analyzed to
determine the atomic and molecular abundances and the
nuclear polarization of the atoms. An atomic beam source
generates a deuterium atomic beam and selects the two
hyperfine states with the desired nuclear polarization to be
injected into the cell. This system allows the selection of
substates with pure tensor polarization Pzz ( &n# # n! !
2n0'=&n# # n! # n0' and at the same time vanishing vec-
tor polarization Pz ( &n# ! n!'=&n# # n! # n0', a com-
bination which is not possible for solid-state polarized
targets. Here n#, n!, and n0 are the atomic populations
with positive, negative, and zero spin projection on the

PRL 95, 242001 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
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where qm" (qm# ) is the number density of quarks with spin up
(down) along the z axis in a hadron (nucleus) with helicity
m moving with infinite momentum along the z axis.
Reflection symmetry implies that qm" ( q!m# . The sums
run over quark and antiquark flavors q with a charge eq
in units of the elementary charge e. Both structure func-
tions and quark number densities depend on the Bjorken
variable x which can be interpreted as the fraction of the
nucleon momentum carried by the struck quark in the
infinite-momentum frame, and !Q2, the square of the
four-momentum transfer by the virtual photon.

The polarization-averaged structure function F1 de-
scribes the quark distributions averaged over the target
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that of the parent hadron. It can be measured only when
both beam and target are polarized. The tensor structure
function b1 does not exist for spin-1=2 targets and vanishes
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the magnitude of bd1 was expected to be small, it was
usually ignored in the extraction of gd1 and, as a conse-
quence, of the neutron structure function gn

1 derived from
deuteron and proton data. This is in general not a priori
justified. This Letter reports the first measurement of bd1 ,
performed by the Hermes collaboration using a data set
taken with a positron beam and a tensor-polarized deute-
rium target, and an integrated luminosity of 42 pb!1.

The Hermes experiment [4] was designed to investigate
the internal spin structure of nucleons and nuclei by deep-
inelastic scattering of polarized positrons and electrons by
polarized gaseous targets (e.g., hydrogen, deuterium, and
helium-3) internal to the Hera-e storage ring. The positrons
(electrons) circulating in the ring become transversely
polarized by the emission of spin-flip synchrotron radiation
[5]. A longitudinal beam polarization is generated at
Hermes by the use of a pair of spin rotators before and
after the experiment. Beam polarization is employed for
the simultaneous gd1 measurement and for studies on beam
related systematic effects on bd1 .

A feature of Hermes unique among polarized DIS ex-
periments is its atomic-gas target that is not diluted by
nonpolarizable material [6]. The target cell is an open-
ended elliptical aluminum tube internal to the beam line
(40 cm long, 75 !m in wall thickness), which is used to
confine the polarized gas along the beam. A magnetic field
surrounding the target and aligned with the beam provides
the quantization axis for the nuclear spin. A sample of gas
was continuously drawn from the cell and analyzed to
determine the atomic and molecular abundances and the
nuclear polarization of the atoms. An atomic beam source
generates a deuterium atomic beam and selects the two
hyperfine states with the desired nuclear polarization to be
injected into the cell. This system allows the selection of
substates with pure tensor polarization Pzz ( &n# # n! !
2n0'=&n# # n! # n0' and at the same time vanishing vec-
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performed by the Hermes collaboration using a data set
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(electrons) circulating in the ring become transversely
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Hermes by the use of a pair of spin rotators before and
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the simultaneous gd1 measurement and for studies on beam
related systematic effects on bd1 .
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periments is its atomic-gas target that is not diluted by
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(40 cm long, 75 !m in wall thickness), which is used to
confine the polarized gas along the beam. A magnetic field
surrounding the target and aligned with the beam provides
the quantization axis for the nuclear spin. A sample of gas
was continuously drawn from the cell and analyzed to
determine the atomic and molecular abundances and the
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generates a deuterium atomic beam and selects the two
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injected into the cell. This system allows the selection of
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performed by the Hermes collaboration using a data set
taken with a positron beam and a tensor-polarized deute-
rium target, and an integrated luminosity of 42 pb!1.

The Hermes experiment [4] was designed to investigate
the internal spin structure of nucleons and nuclei by deep-
inelastic scattering of polarized positrons and electrons by
polarized gaseous targets (e.g., hydrogen, deuterium, and
helium-3) internal to the Hera-e storage ring. The positrons
(electrons) circulating in the ring become transversely
polarized by the emission of spin-flip synchrotron radiation
[5]. A longitudinal beam polarization is generated at
Hermes by the use of a pair of spin rotators before and
after the experiment. Beam polarization is employed for
the simultaneous gd1 measurement and for studies on beam
related systematic effects on bd1 .

A feature of Hermes unique among polarized DIS ex-
periments is its atomic-gas target that is not diluted by
nonpolarizable material [6]. The target cell is an open-
ended elliptical aluminum tube internal to the beam line
(40 cm long, 75 !m in wall thickness), which is used to
confine the polarized gas along the beam. A magnetic field
surrounding the target and aligned with the beam provides
the quantization axis for the nuclear spin. A sample of gas
was continuously drawn from the cell and analyzed to
determine the atomic and molecular abundances and the
nuclear polarization of the atoms. An atomic beam source
generates a deuterium atomic beam and selects the two
hyperfine states with the desired nuclear polarization to be
injected into the cell. This system allows the selection of
substates with pure tensor polarization Pzz ( &n# # n! !
2n0'=&n# # n! # n0' and at the same time vanishing vec-
tor polarization Pz ( &n# ! n!'=&n# # n! # n0', a com-
bination which is not possible for solid-state polarized
targets. Here n#, n!, and n0 are the atomic populations
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The Hermes experiment has investigated the tensor spin structure of the deuteron using the 27:6 GeV=c
positron beam of DESY HERA. The use of a tensor-polarized deuteron gas target with only a negligible
residual vector polarization enabled the first measurement of the tensor asymmetry Adzz and the tensor
structure function bd1 for average values of the Bjorken variable 0:01< hxi< 0:45 and of the negative of
the squared four-momentum transfer 0:5 GeV2 < hQ2i< 5 GeV2. The quantities Adzz and bd1 are found to
be nonzero. The rise of bd1 for decreasing values of x can be interpreted to originate from the same
mechanism that leads to nuclear shadowing in unpolarized scattering.
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where qm" (qm# ) is the number density of quarks with spin up
(down) along the z axis in a hadron (nucleus) with helicity
m moving with infinite momentum along the z axis.
Reflection symmetry implies that qm" ( q!m# . The sums
run over quark and antiquark flavors q with a charge eq
in units of the elementary charge e. Both structure func-
tions and quark number densities depend on the Bjorken
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performed by the Hermes collaboration using a data set
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rium target, and an integrated luminosity of 42 pb!1.
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(electrons) circulating in the ring become transversely
polarized by the emission of spin-flip synchrotron radiation
[5]. A longitudinal beam polarization is generated at
Hermes by the use of a pair of spin rotators before and
after the experiment. Beam polarization is employed for
the simultaneous gd1 measurement and for studies on beam
related systematic effects on bd1 .

A feature of Hermes unique among polarized DIS ex-
periments is its atomic-gas target that is not diluted by
nonpolarizable material [6]. The target cell is an open-
ended elliptical aluminum tube internal to the beam line
(40 cm long, 75 !m in wall thickness), which is used to
confine the polarized gas along the beam. A magnetic field
surrounding the target and aligned with the beam provides
the quantization axis for the nuclear spin. A sample of gas
was continuously drawn from the cell and analyzed to
determine the atomic and molecular abundances and the
nuclear polarization of the atoms. An atomic beam source
generates a deuterium atomic beam and selects the two
hyperfine states with the desired nuclear polarization to be
injected into the cell. This system allows the selection of
substates with pure tensor polarization Pzz ( &n# # n! !
2n0'=&n# # n! # n0' and at the same time vanishing vec-
tor polarization Pz ( &n# ! n!'=&n# # n! # n0', a com-
bination which is not possible for solid-state polarized
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New tensor structure functions[1]  
Close-Kumano sum rule[2] 
6-quark hidden color[3] 
Pionic effects[3][4] 
Polarized sea quarks[4] 

[1] P Hoodbhoyet al, Nucl. Phys. B312,571 (1989) 
[2] FE Close, S Kumano, Phys. Rev. D42,2377 (1990) 
[3] G Miller, Phys. Rev. C89,045203 (2014) 
[4] S Kumano, Phys. Rev. D82,017501 (2010)
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LL Frankfurt, MI Strikman, Phys. Rept. 76 215 (1981)

Azz ∝
1
2 w2 − u(k)w(k) (2)

u2(k) + w2(k)

S → u(k)
D → w(k)

TENSOR ASYMMETRYAzz

Azz =
2

f ⋅ Pzz ( σp − σu

σu )

The success of the description of the deuteron using realistic WFs seems to confirm the existence of a 
short range nucleon—nucleon repulsive interaction. However this evidence is rather indirect.

“further explores the nature of short-range correlations, 
the discovery of which was one of the most important 
results of the  6 GeV nuclear program”

PAC44 Theory report

can be used to separate between  
soft and hard  wavefunctions. 
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PROJECTED RESULTSAzz

First Azz measurement in the QE region. 
T20 elastic measurement. 
Differentiate light cone and VN models[1] 
Final state interaction models[2] 

[1] M Sargsian, Tensor Spin Observables (2014). 
[2] W Cosyn, M Sargsian, arXiv:1407.1653

Pzz = 35 %

Pzz = 35 %
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NEW EXPERIMENTS ON THE WAY

A Letter of Intent to Je↵erson Lab PAC 44, June 6, 2016

Search for Exotic Gluonic States in the Nucleus

M. Jones, C. Keith, J. Maxwell⇤, D. Meekins

Thomas Je↵erson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA 23606

W. Detmold, R. Ja↵e, R. Milner, P. Shanahan

Laboratory for Nuclear Science, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139

D. Crabb, D. Day, D. Keller, O. A. Rondon

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22904

J. Pierce

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831

Abstract

We renew our intent to submit a proposal to perform a search for a non-zero value of
the unmeasured hadronic double helicity flip structure function �(x,Q2), predicted to
be sensitive to gluons in the nucleus. This would be performed with an unpolarized
electron beam and transversely polarized, spin-1, nuclear target. This structure function
was first identified by Ja↵e and Manohar in 1989 as “a clear signature for exotic gluonic
components in the target,” and a recent lattice QCD result by our collaborators has
prompted renewed interest in the topic. An inclusive search with deep inelastic scattering,
below x of 0.3, via single spin tensor asymmetries may be feasible using the CEBAF
12GeV electron beam and JLab/UVa solid polarized target, and would represent the
first experimental exploration of this quantity.

⇤
Corresponding author

Email address: jmaxwell@jlab.org (J. Maxwell)
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1. Introduction

Despite the fundamental role the gluon fills in QCD, direct measures of gluonic states
in the nucleus remain elusive. As the gluon does not couple directly to the photon,
it is probed only indirectly in electron scattering from hadrons, but the dominance of
the gluonic parton distribution function at low x highlights the importance of gluonic
interactions in the nucleon. While to first order nuclei are bound states of protons
and neutrons, as the spin of the nucleus increases, higher-order behavior in the nucleus
becomes available in the form of additional nuclear structure functions.

Ja↵e and Manohar [1] describe a leading twist structure function which is sensitive
to gluonic states in the nucleus but free from contributions from the motion and binding
of nucleons in the nucleus. This quantity, �(x,Q2), is not sensitive to the contributions
of bound nucleons or pions in the nucleus, as neither can contribute two units of helicity,
and likewise neither can any state with spin less than one contribute. Ma et al. [2] call
�(x,Q2), labeled as ĜT in their paper, the most interesting of the structure functions
related to tensor polarization.

Figure 1: Example process to which the photon double helicity flip is sensitive.

A measurement of �(x,Q2) at Je↵erson Lab would require an unpolarized electron
beam incident on a transversely aligned polarized target of spin greater than or equal
to 1, and would constitute a pioneering search on a previously unexplored observable.
This measurement would encounter similar experimental challenges to measurements of
spin structure function g2, which also requires a transverse target, and tensor structure
functions b1, which also requires significant alignment, or tensor polarization (see section
2.2). However, such hurdles have been overcome at JLab and SLAC using solid polarized
targets such as ammonia and lithium hydride. With no prior measurements to guide a
search, we have identified the gluon dominated low x region as an attractive place to
start.

The first challenge given by PAC 42 in response to our 2014 letter was to obtain guid-
ance for our �(x,Q2) measurement from lattice calculations. The search for a non-zero

2

        polarized tensor target 
Measures the              double helicity flip  
structure function 

14N
Δ(x, Q2)

Non-zero values indicates exotic  
gluons components[1]  
Insensitive to bound nucleons or pions[1] 

[1 ] R Jaffe, A Manohar, Phys. Lett. B223, 218 (1989)
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HERMES

𝑥20.8 − 1.8< 0.5

  
>5 Labs

14+ competing theories at 6 Q2,  
No Data!

Long, E. SPIN (2018).Slifer, K. Polarized Light Ion 
Physics with EIC (2018).

b1 = −
3
2

Fd
1 Azz

Azz = −
2

fPzz

σp − σu

σu

T20 ∝
Azz

d20
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JLab Kinematics Coverage
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Courtesy of E Long.
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STATUS OF THE TENSOR TARGET

2013 2016 2019

Pzz ≈ 12% 
b1 approved C1

Pzz ≈ 20% 
(Butanol) 

Azz approved C2

P z
z

Pzz > 30% 
(Butanol) 

Azz approved C1

Pzz -> 40% 
(Butanol+ND3,LID) 
Remove Conditional

Courtesy of K Slifer.
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Tensor enhancement: RF hole Burning

Keller, D. Eur.Phys.J. A53 (2017) .

RF Saturation

The UVa Solid Polarized Target Group has shown 
 38% tensor polarization in Butanol.

Selective excitation to reduce the size of the  
smaller transition area.

19

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Keller%2C%20D.?recid=1611137&ln=en


SOLID POLARIZED TARGET LABS

Slifer Lab

In collaboration with:

20



JLab/ UVa Target groups Collaboration

• Several JLab polarization experiments  
count with JLab/UVa target groups 
collaboration. 

• UNH plans to join the collaboration with  
its new Polarization Lab.
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UNH POLARIZED TARGET SYSTEM

NH3 production

Aliaga, D. et al. Temperature-controlled crystal formation with a new 
prototype cryogenic device (2018) , Manuscript in preparation. 
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Courtesy K Slifer.

New 3D-Printed Kel-F target cups.

New 3D-Printed target equipment.
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SUMMARY

Tensor program at Jefferson Lab 
• 2 experiments approved 
  E12-13-011 
  E12-15-005 
• More experiments coming up. 
  LOI12-16-006 
• 38% of Tensor polarization in Butanol 
  Keller, D. Eur.Phys.J. A53 (2017) . 
• UNH has a new operational Polarized Solid Target Lab
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